Dissolve™
[ semi-volatile dry spotter ]
[ solvent booster ]

Faster Cleaning • Better Performance • Safer Solutions®

Dissolve™ is excellent for the removal of oil, tar, wax, gum, glue,
paint, grease, crayon, lipstick, mascara, adhesives, nail polish and
other petroleum base spots. Unlike other solvent spotters, this
product is formulated to couple with water for complete removal
during rinsing. It may also be used as a solvent booster in water base
presprays.

DILUTIONS
Spotter:

Do not dilute; use full-strength.
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As a Solvent Booster:
Pump Sprayer:
US: 2 ounces per gallon of prespray.
Metric: 15 milliliters per liter of prespray.
Pressure Sprayer: US: 6 to 8 ounces per 5-quart container.
Metric: 185 to 250 ml per 5-liter container.
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DIRECTIONS

AVAILABLE SIZES

1) Shake gently before use.
2) Always test for color stability before use.
3) For spot removal, apply to effected area; for gum or wax removal,
groove a small trough into the center in which to apply product.
Agitate if necessary. Allow to dwell 1 to 5 minutes or until spot
has dissolved.
4) Extract or rinse thoroughly. Blotting with a white, absorbent cloth
treated with Kleenrite Dry Spotter VS is acceptable when an
extraction unit is not available.
5) For use as a solvent booster, mix well with prespray. It is
recommended to shake container occasionally during use.

US gallon . 55-gallon drum

TECHNICAL DATA

‣ This product does not contain Butyl Cellosolve.
‣ User safe.

1-505-888-3100



ADVANTAGES AND USAGES
‣ Excellent for dissolving oil, tar, wax, gum, glue, paint,
grease, crayon, lipstick, mascara, adhesives, nail polish and
other petroleum base spots.
‣ Anti-redeposition formula. Couples with water for complete
extraction.
‣ Safe for use on all New Generation carpet and natural fibers,
such as wool and cotton.
‣ May be used as a solvent booster in water base presprays;
will not alter pH.

CUSTOMER INFORMATION
Removes obstinate spots and stains.
Does not leave residue; rinses completely.
Fresh mint or citrus scent.

support@kleen.com

[ prespray booster ]

[ wax ]

Nontoxic. Biodegradable. VOC compliant.

[ paint ]

pH at use dilution .............................................................................. na
Compound type .....................................................................dry solvent
Water solubility................................................... temporary suspension
DOT restrictions ............................................................................. none
Freeze/thaw stable ........................................................................... yes
VOC compliant .................................................................................. yes
Shelf-life, years ............................................................................... 10+
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